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Certificate papers should be protected.. .

Certificates with watermark  
and copy protection

 Neutral certificate paper Baden-Württemberg
   Graduation certificate Baden-Württemberg  
  Certificate "Allgemeine Hochschulreife" Baden-Württemberg
 Customised certificate paper with your watermark
  Can be combined with other safety elements
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Innovation Award for Security Paper

Our company HERRMANN Druck+Media GmbH was awarded the VR Innovation Prize for 

the development and production of a forgery-proof paper.  

At the award ceremony, the then Minister President Oettinger praised not only the  

amazing protective effect, but also the fact that no expensive special paper was required.  

This means that nothing stands in the way of widespread use in everyday life.

Certificates are very important documents
Documents are important pieces of writing printed on paper. The viewer assumes 
that the content is correct – that is, not manipulated. But who wants to put their 
hand in the fire for this today? 
With modern copying and scanning technology, forgeries are becoming increasingly 
easy – and the risk of detection is low. That is why it is more important than 
ever to take specific precautions against this. 
We offer you a security paper that is effective, simple and inexpensive.

How does the new security paper work?
The first thing you notice on the original is the national coat of arms as a water-
mark. This watermark cannot be imitated. In addition, the entire paper is printed 
with very fine microdots. This makes any attempts at manipulation visible.

And how does the automatic copy protection work?
When copying, a grey lettering "COPY" automatically appears across the entire 
page on each copy – and the watermark has disappeared. This makes it easy to 
clearly distinguish between the original and the copy – without any aids.

Switching to the new certificate forms
Our new security forms comply with the official administrative regulations and allow 
you to change over immediately without any problems.
They can be used in all printers without restriction – just like normal paper. Existing 
software and form masks do not need to be changed.

Delivery directly from the manufacturer
We have not only developed this security paper – we also produce it in our own 
factory. This allows us to offer you particularly favourable prices – without 
a publisher or trade surcharge.

Graduation certificate coloured
Original with watermark  
(coat of arms Baden-Württemberg).  
"COPY" appears with each copy.

Neutral certificate paper
Original with watermark  
(coat of arms Baden-Württemberg).  
"COPY" appears with each copy.

Certificate "Allgemeine Hochschulreife"
New version since 2021! Original with 
watermark (yellow background). 
Copy with watermark (white background).

Protect your certificates from manipulation! 
With watermark and additional copy protection  
your certificates are safe.
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Neutral certificate forms (Baden-Württemberg)
ˇ   Original without imprint – only coat of arms Baden-Württem-

berg as watermark
ˇ   Additionally with copy protection "COPY"
ˇ   DIN A5 and DIN A4, paper 100 g, laser and inkjet suitable

Preprints for graduation certificates (B.-Württ.)
ˇ   Original with imprint of the coat of arms Baden-Württemberg 

in colour – and as watermark
ˇ   Additionally with copy protection "COPY"
ˇ   DIN A5 and DIN A4, paper 100 g, laser- and inkjet-suitable

Totally individual:  
Pre-printed forms with  
your watermark  
The elements of our security paper 
can also be easily integrated into other  
certificates, diplomas or stationery.
This allows you to optimally adapt the 
paper and imprint to your requirements 
– without changing the appearance.

The certificate forms 

are already available in 

small quantities from 

stock at short notice.

In the future, you can easily  
protect your certificates and 
credentials!
The security paper can be used 
immediately without any problems.  
The original has the coat of arms 
Baden-Württemberg as a watermark.  
The watermark disappears on the 
copy – a distinctive "COPY" is visible 
instead.

This means that originals and all 
copies are identified beyond doubt.

Neutral certificate forms

The original ...

... the copy thereof

Individual watermarks
The respective logo of the school was used as 
watermark for these originals.

Order number Versions (Copy protection) Format

Z 5210 SC - N one-sided (VS with COPY) DIN A5

Z 5211 SC - N double-sided (VS+RS with COPY) DIN A5

Z 5411 SC - N double A5 (VS+RS with COPY) 2x DIN A5

Z 4210 SC - N one-sided (VS with COPY) DIN A4

Z 4211 SC - N double-sided (VS+RS with COPY) DIN A4

Order number Versions (Copy protection) Format

Z 5240 SC - BW one-sided (VS with COPY) DIN A5

Z 5241 SC - BW double-sided (VS+RS with COPY) DIN A5

Z 5441 SC - BW double A5 (VS+RS with COPY) 2x DIN A5

Z 4240 SC - BW one-sided (VS with COPY) DIN A4

Z 4241 SC - BW double-sided (VS+RS with COPY) DIN A4

Z 4244 A - BW Allg. Hochschulreife – Original DIN A4

Z 4240 AZ - BW Allg. Hochschulreife – Transcript DIN A4
Further information on the internet at  
www.hdruck.com/en/certificate-paper 
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Phone +49 7128 9282-0
Fax +49 7128 928299
mail@hdruck.com
www.hdruck.com

HERRMANN Druck+Media GmbH
Feilenweg 2, 72820 Sonnenbühl
Germany
www.hdruck.com/en/certificate-paper

We will gladly advise you:
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A few facts about us
As a medium-sized printing company on the Swabian Alb, south of Stuttgart, we have specialised in the 
production of forgery-proof documents for about 20 years. For this purpose, we use various security  
elements, some of which we have developed ourselves, which cannot be copied even with the most 
modern copying technology.
Papers with our security elements have been used successfully for years, e.g. as COC paper in the auto-
motive industry and at registry offices, e.g. for civil status certificates.

Professional advice and samples
As specialists, we know what matters, what is possible and what makes sense – and how an individual 
implementation can best be realised.  
If you would like to test the function of our copy protection yourself first, we will be happy to send you 
corresponding samples. 

If you have any questions or need samples, please contact us.  
We look forward to your call, will be happy to answer your questions and give you expert advice.
Phone: +49 7128 9282-0 oder E-mail: mail@hdruck.com
For further information, please visit www.hdruck.com/en/certificate-paper

FAQ – Frequently asked questions  

How does this certificate paper work?
Each original contains the coat of arms Baden-Württemberg as a watermark that cannot be counter-
feited. On almost all forms, the entire sheet is printed with very fine microdots to make any attempts 
at counterfeiting visible. With the exception of the "Allgemeine Hochschulreife" certificate, the word 
"COPY" automatically appears on every copy. There is no watermark on the copies. This means that 
the original and the copy can be easily and clearly distinguished from each other.

Which paper thicknesses make sense?
We generally use 100 g paper for neutral certificate forms and graduation certificate forms. Forms 
for the general university entrance qualification are available in 130 g. For customised designs, paper 
weights of 80 to 170 g are possible. However, you should observe the specifications of your printer for 
your imprints.

How long does the watermark last?
You can be sure that our watermark will remain unchanged for over 20 years.  
Important: With our technology, the watermark also does not yellow during this time.

What are the costs? 
Many certificate forms are available from stock. 
An individual watermark is cheaper than an embossing or a hologram. 
The same applies to our COPYMARK copy protection. 

Of course, we will be happy to provide you with a binding offer in advance.

Test yourself

Contact us
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